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Abstract
This paper gives an overview of work by the authors developing process mapping
methods for additive manufacturing (AM), capturing the dependence of melt pool geometry and
microstructure on primary processing variables under steady-state and transient conditions. This
work is being applied to the task of process qualification and is being applied across multiple
AM processes including electron beam wire feed, electron beam powder bed, laser powder bed,
and laser powder stream processes. Process mapping methods are now allowing all of these
processes acting in very different regions of processing space to be characterized and analyzed in
a unified way. A few insights from this approach are summarized.
Introduction
Additive Manufacturing (AM) currently encompasses a wide range of technologies meant
to transform CAD models of components into 3-D prototypes or final production parts.
Processes range from low-cost machines targeting the consumer market (e.g. Makerbot® or
Cube® systems) to industrial polymer systems (e.g. FDM by Stratasys) to high-end direct metal
systems (e.g. Arcam EBM® and Sciaky Direct Manufacturing). Recently, significant excitement
has been generated by the fully automated building of 3-D shapes out of metals by commercial
laser and electron beam powder bed direct metal AM systems.
Despite the substantial recent advances in AM technologies across the cost spectrum, it is
true that almost all of these advances have come from extensive experimentation coupled with
intuition. For the direct metal processes, development of process variable sets by machine
manufacturers for the fabrication of shapes of a single alloy system is time and cost intensive.
There is limited knowledge of how to transfer processing knowledge across metal alloy systems
and across different direct metal processes. There is also limited understanding of how to alter
process variables outside of established process variable sets for a single machine and alloy
system.
This paper outlines work by the authors developing process mapping methods for AM,
designed to address the problems noted above by capturing the dependence of process
characteristics (e.g. melt pool geometry, microstructure and residual stress) on primary
processing variables under steady-state and transient conditions. The methods are entirely
general, and are applicable to all thermally-based AM processes; however, focus will be directed
in this paper on direct metal AM systems.
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Beuth and collaborators have pursued various forms of thermal modeling and process
mapping research for more than 15 years. The term “process mapping” applied to AM was
originated by the authors to denote mapping of process outcomes in terms of process variables.
Early work addressed the modeling and measurement of residual stress in metal and polymer
deposition SFF processes [1-4]. Control of melt pool size under steady-state conditions for laserbased SFF processes has been considered by plotting nondimensional melt pool size metrics over
the full range of process variables for LENS® [5-8]. The process map approach has been
extended to consider melt pool size control under transient conditions and as a function of
process size scale [9-12]. In the work on transient melt pool response, numerically determined
melt pool response times are used to establish a lower bound on the response times of thermal
feedback control systems for LENS®. In the work on process size scale, the role of process size
on the sensitivity of melt pool size to fluctuations in beam power or velocity are related to
process robustness. The issue of residual stress control for laser-based SFF has also been
addressed using a process map approach [13, 14]. In that work, a defined thermal gradient
behind the melt pool is proposed as a means for predicting changes in final magnitudes of
residual stress based on thermal simulation results. The work of [15] applies this approach to the
concept of stress reduction by localized part preheating via a dual-beam laser or electron beam
system. A combined modeling and experimental study of melt pool dimensional control for wire
feed electron beam processes is presented in [16].
While the work outlined above has been centered at Carnegie Mellon, thermal modeling
has also been pursued at Wright State related to microstructure control in AM processes.
Analytical calculations and finite element simulations have been used by Klingbeil and coauthors to observe cooling rates and thermal gradients and their relation to grain morphology in
beam-based manufacturing [17-20]. A study of process variable (beam power and velocity)
effects has shown that microstructure can vary significantly throughout the depth of the deposit,
and that under high power conditions a transition from columnar to mixed columnar and
equiaxed structures is possible [21]. The effect of free-edges on melt pool geometry and
solidification microstructure has also been considered [22-24].
The primary approach applied at Wright State to prediction and control of microstructure
(grain size and morphology) in beam-based additive manufacturing processes [17-22] is based on
the development of maps for solidification cooling rate and thermal gradient (the key parameters
controlling solidification microstructure) in conjunction with solidification maps for Ti64. The
expected grain morphology can be predicted as either equiaxed, columnar or mixed by plotting
points numerical results for cooling rates and thermal gradients on the “solidification map”,
which has been previously calibrated for Ti64 [26].
The process mapping research outlined above has involved the mapping of specific
numerical results for single processes, usually in terms of nondimensional quantities. While
offering intuition, its format was not broadly applicable or easily useable in industrial settings.
Most recently, work at Carnegie Mellon and Wright State has yielded patent pending process
mapping approaches that are not only directly useable in industrial applications, but are entirely
general, useable in mapping either numerical or experimental results and applicable to the
building of generic 3-D shapes by any thermally-based AM or related process. This paper
outlines some of the applications of these latest approaches.
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The Process Map Approach
As embodied in multiple patent filings [27,28,30,31,33], the process map approach as
applied to AM identifies five primary process variables of importance in any thermally-based
AM process. They are heat source power (P), heat source travel speed (velocity, V), material
feed rate (MFR or other variable defining MFR), existing temperature of the part or component
being deposited onto (T0) and feature geometry (the local geometry of the part). While it is
recognized that, depending on the process, other process variables (such as average powder
particle size or beam spot size) may affect process outcomes, the approach involves mapping
AM processes in terms of the five primary process variables first. Once that behavior is mapped,
if needed, a detailed study of the role of a secondary process variable can be carried out to
evaluate its effects on the process across the full five-primary-variable processing space.
Although process mapping can be represented in many ways, a format most amenable to
AM developers and users is a P-V process map, where results are presented on a twodimensional plot of power (y axis) vs. velocity (x axis) for a single value of MFR, T0 and for a
single feature geometry. Figure 1 shows three example feature geometries (or geometric
primitives) that can be mapped, due to their importance in building up 3-D shapes. In each case,
the shaded bead is the one currently being deposited. The single bead geometry (single bead in
the middle of a part, away from the free edges) is the simplest of the three. The successive bead
geometry is applicable to raster type patterns where a beads are deposited next to each other.
Unlike the first two geometries, the third geometry (deposition along an external radius) is a
transient geometry where thermal conditions are also a function of location along the bead path.
Details of how these geometries can effectively be mapped and compared are given in [27,28].
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Figure 1: Example feature or primative geometries that can
be process mapped: a) single bead b) successive bead and c)
external radius geometries
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The authors and collaborators are currently applying this approach to “map out” the
major types of currently available commercial direct metal AM processes. These include laser
powder stream (LENS®), laser powder bed (Direct Metal Laser Sintering by EOS), electron
beam powder bed (EBM® by Arcam) and electron beam wire feed (Direct Manufacturing by
Sciaky). Process outcomes being mapped include melt pool size and shape and a variety of
microstructural features. This mapping is being performed based on both numerical model and
experimental results, developing methods for performing minimum numbers of experiments to
fully map out process behavior. All process maps presented in this paper are derived from finite
element simulations.
A P-V Map for Melt Pool Geometry for Ti64 and Wire Feed Electron Beam AM
As an example of a P-V process map, Figure 2 provides a process map for controlling
melt pool geometry in wire feed e-beam AM processes for a single bead geometry (Fig 1a), with
a value of T0 = 303K and a fixed ratio of deposited material to total melted material of  = 0.77.
Note that in using the P-V map,  is maintained as a constant as V is changed if the material feed
rate (the wire feed rate) is changed proportionally with V. Plotted in green, red and blue are
curves of constant maximum melt pool cross sectional area, A, as a function of absorbed beam
power and beam velocity. Here the cross section is normal to the direction of beam travel, so
that A is directly related to bead cross sectional area - a critical dimension to control in building
shapes. Plotted in lavender, turquoise and orange are curves of constant L/d ratio, where d is the
maximum effective melt pool depth (defined as
2 / ) and L is the melt pool length from
the point of maximum depth to the melt pool trailing edge. Together, the curves of constant A
and L/d in Fig. 2 map out melt pool size (A) and shape (L/d) control for single bead deposits
over the full range of beam powers in medium-scale wire feed electron beam AM processes.
The plot of Fig. 2 can be used as a guide for selecting wide ranges of values of beam power,
beam velocity and material feed rate to yield a constant A or L/d. This allows processing
researchers to switch from high powers, high velocities and high deposition rates for reduced
build time to low powers, low velocities and low deposition rates for increased precision in how
material is deposited.

Figure 2: Process map for controlling melt pool dimensions
for single bead Ti64 deposition in wire feed e-beam AM
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Other Geometries
The geometry of a single bead in the middle of a plate is the simplest of those of interest
in AM. As outlined in [27,28] there are a variety of elementary geometries that be mapped that,
once completed, can be combined to allow a general 3-D shape of a given material to be
fabricated. Another simple geometry is that of single bead deposition along a free edge. A
separate diagram for this geometry is not provided in Fig. 1, but it would correspond to the
geometry of Fig. 1c for the case of a deposition location that is far away from the external radius
(either well before or well after the radius is encountered). Fig. 3 provides a P-V process map
for maximum effective melt pool depth and L/d for this case, again for a wire-feed e-beam AM
process. In Fig. 3, the effective melt pool depths have been chosen to correspond to the same
melt pool areas as plotted in Fig. 2, so a direct comparison can be made between green, red and
blue curves of constant A or d in the two plots.
Figure 3 demonstrates that with respect to melt pool area or effective melt pool depth, the
effect of changing from single bead deposited in the middle of a part to one deposited at a free
edge simply causes the A and L/d curves to rotate and shift. For the free edge case, this results in
lower power and/or higher velocity needed to yield the same A or d as for the case of the bead in
the middle of the plate. This is due to the reduced path for conduction into the substrate for the
free edge case. Changes in the L/d curves are more severe, with the shape of the curves
changing and with substantial shifts toward higher P and V values in the free edge case.

Figure 3. Process map for deposition along a free edge
To gain further insight, transitions between the cases mapped in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 can be
considered. Figure 4 provides a plot of three curves for d at three fixed P,V combinations, as a
function of distance from the free edge. Thus the right side of the plot corresponds to the cases
mapped in Fig. 2. The left edge of the plot corresponds to the cases mapped in Fig. 3. For each
of the 3 curves, the fixed P,V combinations are taken from locations on the single bead (Fig. 2)
blue line. What is seen is that the curves essentially lie on top of one another, demonstrating that
cases with the same melt pool depth in the single bead case will have essentially the same
increases in melt pool depth as a function of distance from a free edge. Further, the distance
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from the free edge at which the free edge effects are first seen is consistent and approximately 2
melt pool depths. In this way, the process mapping approach has yielded insights that can
significantly decrease the complexity of understanding AM process control.

Figure 4. Melt pool depth as a function of distance from the free edge for fixed P, V

Other Processes
The currently available commercial direct metal AM processes were largely developed
independently of one another and span a wide range of process variables. Even the two major
classes of powder bed direct metal processes (laser-based and electron beam-based) operate in
very different regions of process variable space. Figure 5 illustrates this with approximate P,V
operating ranges of four commercial direct metal AM processes. The figure is approximate in
that it does not identify machine limits (which can be much larger than what is indicated in the
figure), but approximate maximum ranges used in part fabrication. Also, with respect to
practical operating ranges, the limits used in the plot are somewhat liberal. In practice the actual
ranges of P and V used to fabricate a single part may be much smaller. It should also be noted
that there are now a number of laser powder bed processes competing with EOS, operating in
roughly the same region of P-V space, however, there are some differences in available laser
powers. Also, the Sciaky process operating range can extend to significantly higher powers in
some models (to 10kW and higher).
Results presented thus far have been for a small to medium sized wire feed e-beam
process (e.g. Sciaky) designated in the upper left corner of the plot. However, process mapping
methods can just as easily be applied to any region in the P-V space shown in Fig. 5. This is
illustrated by Fig. 6, which shows a P-V process map for A and L/d for Ti64 single bead
deposition via the Arcam EBM® process. The first thing to note from the figure is that other than
the very different P and V scale values, the curves look very similar to those for Ti64 deposition
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Other Alloys
Sets of process maps can be developed for multiple alloy systems, yielding the ability to
compare directly the process variable dependence of key process outcomes between alloys. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6 with a P-V process map of constant melt pool area curves for CoCr and
IN625 alloys for a single bead geometry. In this case, the range of P and V are consistent with
the EOS Direct Metal Laser Sintering process. Again, it is clear that the constant area curves in
Fig. 6 are qualitatively similar to those in Figs 2, 3 and 5. The plot of Fig. 6 also suggests that
due to the uncomplicated changes in the curves in switching from one alloy system to another,
process maps have the potential for greatly simplifying the development of process variable sets
for new alloy systems.

Figure 6 P-V Map for single bead deposition for the EOS Direct Metal Laser Sintering process for CoCr
and IN 625 alloys

Other Applications
In two other papers in this symposium proceedings, two additional applications of
process mapping are explored. In the paper by Gockel and Beuth [29], process mapping of
microstructural features is considered, following methods outlined in the patent applications
[30,31]. That work demonstrates that not only can microstructure be process mapped, but that
comparisons between process maps for melt pool dimensions and microstructure can yield
approaches for the indirect real-time control of microstructure through the direct real time
control (via a thermal imaging system, for instance) of melt pool dimensions.
In the paper by Fox and Beuth [32] process mapping of the transient response of melt
pool geometry is considered, following methods outlined in the patent application [33]. That
work demonstrates how to map melt pool response times due to abrupt changes in beam powers
and travel speeds, with application to real time melt pool feedback control systems. That work
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demonstrates that melt pool response times can be long, and that the process mapping approach
can yield insights into the physics that greatly simplify understanding of the dependence of
response time on process variables.
Conclusions
This paper has outlined some aspects of a process mapping approach for AM. These
include the effects on melt pool geometry of changes in feature geometry, process, and alloy
system being considered. The approach is also applicable to the mapping of microstructural
features and melt pool transient response across processing space. The approach can be applied
across all direct metal AM processes and can be applied to other thermally-based AM processes
(for polymers, for instance). The authors are currently process mapping the major classes of
direct metal AM processes via numerical modeling and experimentation.
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